LUCIA DE
CARVALHO
“Lucia de Carvalho finely and joyfully carves out
the magical melody of the black diaspora, while the
beat of the percussion and the pulse of the blowers
accompany her radiant ride.”
_ Mounidiva Malanda, La Nouvelle République
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LISTEN TO THE RECORD

BIO

WOMEX

Lucia de Carvalho is an alchemist, a seeker of sense, a kindler

They resurfaced in an unexpected way: a Brazilian band

of essence. Her voice transmits vibrations that heal and

happened to play in her village, and in their Brazilian rhythms,

transform; her drum transmits the voice of the ancestors,

dances and songs, she found the same joy and force of life

inviting us to reconnect with our deepest selves. Voice and

she had known in her native Angola. The radio station she

rhythms unite in the service of beauty: the beauty that

had loved listening to as a child used to broadcast Brazilian

inhabits us and the beauty that surrounds us. For those

pop tunes all day long. It was with that band, Som Brasil, that

ready to cast off and set sail, her hybrid universe will act as

she took her first musical steps, progressing from backing

a beacon, inviting us to hold our course despite winds and

vocalist to lead singer, moving from dancing to drumming

tides. Everything is there. All we have to do is get on board

and immersing herself for ten long years in a luxuriant bath

and let ourselves go.

of traditional Brazilian rhythms. But the joy of singing on
stage never got the better of the thirst she felt for her own

The little girl born in Luanda certainly had no inkling of the

Angolan roots.

improbable twists and turns her destiny would take, as
she listened to her mother singing to alleviate the burden
of long days spent raising her five daughters. The mother
took her three youngest daughters with her when she left
for Portugal and placed them in a reception centre, mostly
for children of African origin, while she went off to look for
work. L cia spent some wonderful years there, amongst
all the games, the songs, the women who looked after her
and her sisters. She was 12 years old when she was told that
she would be going to live with a foster family in France,
together with her two sisters. That’s how she ended up in
Meistratzheim, a little village in the Alsace where she quickly
adapted to local life, even though she missed her mother
who stayed in Portugal, even though she had no intention
of forgetting her African roots.

Watch the Lucia’s video

BIO
In 2008, she decided to embark on a solo career and write her

on Pwanga, forming the heart of Lucia as she lives and writes

own songs. The release of her first EP, Ao descubrir o mundo,

to the beat of the drum, finding words, melodies and rhythms

three years later, revealed an all-encompassing passion for

on the same impulse; a raw diamond that her accomplice

rhythm, a love of Brazilian sounds, and a desire to give her

polishes, enriching the harmonies and sonic imagery and

heritage a chance to reach out and travel by clothing it in rock

turning the songs on the album into travel films.

and reggae flavours.
“Quem Sou?” “Who am I?” That was the question she
asked herself in one of her songs, a question that had long
haunted her as she attempted to navigate between France,
her Angolan roots and the promised land in Brazil. She met
Edouard Heilbronn, a young bassist from Alsace, who had just
spent three years roaming distant parts of the planet, finishing
his journey in the city of all the saints and all the rhythms:
Salvador de Bahia. What was bound happen, happened, and
hey began to share their life and their music, working together
on their compositions, playing everywhere they could, gifting
audiences with L cia’s dazzling solar energy.
Then, with a demo for a new album in their pocket, they set
off together on a long journey, both musical and initiatory,
that took them to Brazil and Angola. There they encountered
wonderful musicians who contributed to the album. But,
above all, they visited Lucia’s mother, whom she had finally
managed to track down. Kuzola (‘Love’ in the Kimbundu
language of Angola), was the title of the album that was
released in 2016, and of a moving documentary that retraced
Lucia’s quest for her roots and offered some answers to her
questions about her own identity: “All those journeys to retrace
my story enabled me to create a picture of who I was: the roots
are Angola, the branch is Portugal, and the flower at the end of
it is Brazil. And France is the ground in which that flower was
given a chance to grow.”
If Kuzola was a quest for meaning, the quest this time is for the

Other outstanding participation in this luminous repertoire are

essence. “Neither Angolan, nor Brazilian, nor French, I realised I

the illustrious Brazilian singer Chico César, the powerful and

was more than all that…There’s something deeper that defines

warm voice of singer Anna Tr a, and two veterans of Angolan

me, an immutable essence that carries me and makes me feel

music: percussionist Galiano Neto and producer-guitarist

intensely alive. Once all the ‘you’re black, you’re white, from

Betinho Feijo, known for their long-standing work alongside

Alsace, this and that…’ is put to one side, what remains? Well…

the great Bonga Kwenda. While the virtuoso Zé Luis

this remains!”

Nascimento (Mayra Andrade, Ayo, Cesaria Evora) knew how
to enhance the essence of each title with his original and

In this time of constant questioning and identity malaise,

varied vocabulary between Brazilian, Eastern, and Western

L cia’s joyful and positive experience is worth contemplating.

percussions.

It has enabled her, always in partnership with Edouard
Heilbronn, to strike out into new territory on this her third
album, recorded and mixed by Jean Lamoot (Mano Negra,
Noir D sir, Alain Bashung, Dominique A, Souad Massi) at
Studio Ferber in Paris. Of course, Africa and Brazil are still there

BIO
THE UNIVERSE OF SONG

One of Lucia’s friends worked with them, encouraging them to
write poems in praise of themselves as a means of rebuilding

‘Desperta’ transports us to the east and its wisdom, flirting

their self-esteem. “Through struggle, through tenderness,

with the colours of Europe and central Asia in voices that get

God has made me strong,” one of them goes. “There are

up close and personal with the mystical flights of qawwali

those who hate us, or who see us as weak, but in me there’s a

music. It’s all about an awakening of consciousness of oneself.

strength that carries all humanity.” Magnified by Lucia’s voice,

‘Happiness’ douses us in a gospel-tinged chant, the intimate

these poems proclaim the luminous power of those women.

prayer of one who has found peace in her heart, far from

As they gather for the last photo, they’re asked: “Pangwa ni

the heartaches and ruptures of the world and all its external

Puy?” “Light or Darkness?” Pangwa! (‘Light’) is the title of

storms.

Lucia de Carvalho’s new album. Just like those women, it allies
gentleness to power, meaning to essence, the light to the

A moment of interaction with gnawa musicians from Morocco

deep roots of a tree born in Africa, whose branches embrace

inspires the colour of ‘Saeli’, a name cradled by the sand-laden

the world, whose flowers appear as songs. It took a while her

winds of this ode to the beauty of birth, that of the firstborn.

to realise, but her own name proclaims her vocation and has

And in ‘Phowo’, sung in Chokwe (a language commonly

done right from the very beginning. Lucia, ‘light’, of Carvalho,

spoken in the Congo, Angola and Zambia), Lucia brings our

‘the oak’ in Portuguese: the strength of the tree. A revelation

attention back to the women who spend their days in the

that aptly sums up her poetic and human quest: “to root the

fields, near Huambo in the heart of Angola.

light.”

CONCERTS / VIDEOS
VISA FOR MUSIC 2019

VIDEO LINK

ILLZACH

VIDEO LINK

SENZALÊ @ AACHEN

VIDEO LINK

NO MEU JARDIM

VIDEO LINK

CURIEURX VOYAGEURS

VIDEO LINK

TV LIVE SHOWS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jkaSc0m_k2w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSukMoOswTs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GGAdZtoyHPo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6Ao1rqTmDw

SHOWCASED

MEDIA QUOTES
“Lucia de Carvalho finely and joyfully carves out the magical melody
of the black diaspora, while the beat of the percussion and the pulse
of the blowers accompany her radiant ride.”
_ Mounidiva Malanda, La Nouvelle Republique

“Lucia de Carvalho ended her show with a request: “I have a favor
to ask you (short silence)... Be happy! The public, totally delighted of
these instants passed too quickly, gave a long ovation to the artist
and her brilliant accompanists.”

Passionate about Brazilian carnival percussion, Lucia has forged
a cross-cultural repertoire of which Kuzola is the emblematic
expression to be discovered urgently”
_ ANIMA.

Lùcia de Carvalho, ardent singer open to the world, attentive
to others, happy to mix cultures, rhythms, languages, sounds,
harmonies, happy to discover, to meet, to move forward. “Resolutely
positive and solar, the artist interpreted the very lively titles of her
album Kuzola”
_ Strasbourg

“The riches of Lucia, of her music, of the crossbreeding in general (...)
gives a sacred desire to bite the life.”

_ OLIVIER BARLET | CRITIQUE

PAST DATES

2019

DATE

VENUE

CITY

COUNTRY

14 dic 2019

Festival Tisse Métisse

Nantes

FRANCE

16 nov 2019

Festival Le Trottoirs Mouillés

Domfront

FRANCE

Airvault

FRANCE

19 oct 2019
10 oct 2019

Festival BD

Ilzach

FRANCE

29 sept 2019

Soirée Kuzola

Erstein

FRANCE

24 sept 2019

Luxembourg

LUXEMBOURG

21 sept 2019

Châtenois

FRANCE

19 sept 2019

Aachen

GERMANY

7 sept 2019

Festival Sam'Africa

Samatan

FRANCE

14 ago 2019

Festival Sete Sois

Valencia

SPAIN

10 ago 2019

Toul

FRANCE

9 ago 2019

Toul

FRANCE

27 juil

Bari In Jazz Festival

Giovinazzo

ITALY

26 juil

Festival Suoni Mobili

Milano

ITALY

25 juil

MusicaStrada Festival

Bientina

ITALY

24 jul 2019

Stimmen Festival

Lorrach

GERMANY

19 jul 2019

KulturWochenende

Crailsheim

GERMANY

5 jul 2019

Itinerari Folk Festival

Trento

ITALY

22 jun 2019

Mediathèque de Longwy

Longwy

FRANCE

16 jun 2019

Vernissage José de Guimarães

Erstein

FRANCE

8 jun 2019

Festival Monde de Couleurs

Porrentruy

SWITZELAND

30 may 2019

Karlspreis Live

Aachen

GERMANY

10 may 2019

Festival Passages

Metz

FRANCE

9 may 2019

Festival Passages

Metz

FRANCE

7 may 2019

Fleury Merogis

FRANCE

26 abr 2019

Festival Ciné Luso

Nantes

FRANCE

20 abr 2019

Kalakaswe

Pointe à Pitre

GUADELOUPE

Pointe à Pitre

GUADELOUPE

18 abr 2019
9 abr 2019

Atlantic Muci Expo

Praia

CAPE VERDE

31 mar 2019

Festival Curieux voyageurs

St Etienne

FRANCE

29 mar 2019

Espace Matisse

Mulhouse

FRANCE

23 mar 2019

Casa delle Culture

Bari

ITALY

22 mar 2019

Médiathèque

Bari

ITALY

16 mar 2019

Espace Carpeaux

Courbevoie

FRANCE

6 mar 2019

Espace des Arts

Le Pradet

FRANCE

1e Mars 2019

L'Adagio

Thionville

FRANCE

28 fev 2019

Cinéma La Scala

Thionville

FRANCE

16 fev 2019

CENTRE C. MARCEL PAGNOL

Bures s/ Yvette

FRANCE

13 fev 2019

Soirée Partenaires

Metz

FRANCE

8 fevrier

Festival Cuba Hoy

Toulouse

FRANCE

27 janv 2019

Soirée Partenaires

Paris

FRANCE

23 janv 2019

IKF

Freiburg

GERMANY

17 janv 2019

Cinéma Arc en Ciel

Hazebrouck

FRANCE

15 janv 2019

Cinéma Les Etoiles

Bruay B

FRANCE

14 janv 2019

Cinéma Studio 43

Dunkerque

FRANCE

PAST DATES

2018

DATE

VENUE

CITY

COUNTRY

14 decembre

Cinéma GCR

Colmar

FRANCE

21 nov

Forum de la Démocratie

Strasbourg

FRANCE

16 nov 2018

Rencontre avec le Portugal

Le Thillot (88)

FRANCE

15 nov 2018

Rencontre avec le Portugal

Bellefontaine (88)

FRANCE

29 sept 2018

Tournée Cinépassion 17

Montguyon (17)

FRANCE

28 sept 2018

Tournée Cinépassion 17

St Jean d'Angély (17)

FRANCE

25 sept 2018

Tournée Cinépassion 17

Marennes (17)

FRANCE

24 sept 2018

Tournée Cinépassion 17

St Pierre d'Oléron (17)

FRANCE

23 sept 2018

Tournée Cinépassion 17

Sainte-Marie en Ré (17)

FRANCE

22 sept 2018

Tournée Cinépassion 17

Tonnay-Boutonne (17)

FRANCE

21 sept 2018

Tournée Cinépassion 17

Saint Savinie (17)

FRANCE

8 sept 2018

Espace 110

Illzach (68)

FRANCE

30 ago 2018

Cinéma Opéra

Reims (51)

FRANCE

27 ago 2018

Cinéma Rex

Mamers (72)

FRANCE

Corse

FRANCE

25 ago 2018
24 ago 2018

Jazz en Place

Dinan (22)

FRANCE

23 ago 2018

Cinéma Emeraude

Dinan (22)

FRANCE

28 jul 2018

Summer Song Festival

Mulhouse (68)

FRANCE

27 jul 2018

Assoc de jeune

Brumath (67)

FRANCE

26 jul 2018

Assoc de jeune

Mommenheim (67)

FRANCE

22 jul 2018

Samba Répercussion

Monléon-Magnoac (65)

FRANCE

21 jul 2018

Sete Sois Sete Luas

Elvas (PT)

PORTUGAL

20 jul 2018

Sete Sois Sete Luas

Oeiras (PT)

PORTUGAL

6 jul 2018

Festival des continents

Cherbourg (50)

FRANCE

3 jul 2018

Django aux Fenêtres

Strasbourg (67)

FRANCE

24 jun 2018

Cinéma Etoile St Germain

Paris

FRANCE

23 jun 2018

Toulouse

FRANCE

22 jun 2018

Cinéma le Gyptis

Marseille

FRANCE

20 jun 2018

Cinéma le Luminor

Paris

FRANCE

19 jun 2018

Cinéma Bel Air

Mulhouse (68)

FRANCE

16 jun 2018

Cinéma Aventure

Bruxelles (BE)

BELGIUM

14 jun 2018

Django aux Fenêtres

Strasbourg (67)

FRANCE

9 jun 2018

Escales d'Ailleurs

Plaisir (78)

FRANCE

6 jun 2018

Paroles Vives

Bastia

FRANCE

30 may 2018

Lycée Blaise Pascal

Forbach (57)

FRANCE

20 may 2018

Europa'Zic

Strasbourg (67)

FRANCE

27 ene 2018

Festival Frigo

Val de Villé (67)

FRANCE

19 ene 2018

La Souris Verte

Epinal (88)

FRANCE

BACKLINE & STAGE PLOT
THE PROMOTER SHOULD PROVIDE :
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

2 guitar stands (Hercules style)
1 bass Amp like Ampeg 4*10’ with MarkBassLittle Mark
Tube (2 inputs)
1 stable piano bench or drum stool for the cellist.
1 drum carpet ( 2mx1,60m)
1 keyboard stand for the SynthBass Keyboard
(455 x 270 x 83 mm) @ 1,10m height from the riser.
2 congas (1 conga, 1 quinto) on stands to be played
standing (skins @ 1,10m from the floor)
1 Tom stand, with “L-Rod”
1 snare drum 12’ with strainer, upper skin @ 1m from the
floor on a solid stand
2 boom cymbal stands

MISCELLANEOUS :
»
»
»

One Riser 2m x 2m x 0,40 for the cellist.
1 table for percussions (40cmx40cm @ 80cm
from the floor)
2 straight tall mic stands for percussions

The percussion set won’t be moved between soundcheck
and show. Please provide a rolling riser (2*2m) if necessary.

SOUND
The whole configuration (desks, PA, network...) will be set up
and checked before our arrival.
PA
Active 3 way minimum, quality Stereo PA with subwoofers.
Favourite brands: Adamson, L’Acoustics, Meyer Sound, D&B
FOH
Please provide an FOH desk with a competent and sober
technician to assist our technician.
One digital mixing desk with minimum 24 faders, 48 input, 16
Aux, 8 DCA, and 8 FX :
Yamaha : Rivage PM, CL5 (no M7CL, LS9)
Digico SD
Allen and heath D Live / Avantis with dpack
Avid S6L
Soundcraft Vi ( no Si series)
Midas Pro ...
We need 3 inputs and outputs (XLR) @ FOH for our own FX.
We need a talkback system between FOH and stage.
MONITORS
Please provide a monitor desk with a competent and sober
technician. One digital desk 32 channel Yamaha / Soundcraft
/ Midas ...
6 Wedges 12’ or 15’ on 5 equalized mixes + 1 wedge for PFL
Adamson M15, L-Acoustics X15 ou X12, Nexo PS15 …
We prefer not to share the gain. In case of gain sharing our
FOH technician will be master of the analog preamp.
Microphones, stands, and cables according to the input patch.
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